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Abstract
In a distant environment, channel distortion may drastically
degrade speaker recognition performance. In this paper, we
propose a robust speaker recognition method based on posi-
tion dependent Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) to com-
pensate the channel distortion depending on the speaker posi-
tion. It is shown in [1] that the position dependent CMN is
robust for speech recognition in a distant environment. We ex-
tend this method to the speaker recognition and show that this
method is much effective to speaker recognition. In the train-
ing stage, the system measures the transmission characteristics
according to the speaker positions from some grid points to the
microphone in the room and estimated the compensation pa-
rameters a priori. In the recognition stage, the system esti-
mates the speaker position and adopts the estimated compen-
sation parameters corresponding to the estimated position, and
then the system applies the CMN to the speech and performs
speaker recognition. In our past study, we proposed a new text-
independent speaker recognition method by combining speaker-
specific Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) with syllable-based
HMMs adapted to the speakers by MAP [2]. The robustness of
this speaker recognition method for the change of the speaking
style in close-talking environment was evaluated in [2]. We in-
tegrated this method to the proposed position dependent CMN
for distant speaker recognition. Our experiments showed that
the proposed method improved the speaker recognition perfor-
mance remarkably in a distant environment.

1. Introduction
Hands-free speech communication [3] has been more and more
popular in some special environments such as an office or the
cabin of a car. However, in a distant environment, channel
distortion may drastically degrade speaker recognition perfor-
mance. This is mostly caused by the mismatch between the
practical environment and training environment. Over the last
decades, several approaches were proposed to compensate the
adverse effects of a mismatch between training and testing con-
ditions. One of them is a feature-based compensation technique,
which compensates the noisy feature to match the training en-
vironment before it is fed to the recognizer. The other one
is a model-based adaptation technique, which adapts/trains the
speaker models using the data in a noise condition. In this pa-
per, we used both the feature-based compensation technique and
the model-based adaptation technique to obtain a robust distant
speaker recognition performance.

A feature-based technique which compensates an input fea-
tures is a main way to reduce a mismatch. Cepstral Mean Nor-
malization (CMN) has been used to reduce the channel distor-
tion as a simple effective way of normalizing the feature space.
CMN reduces errors caused by the mismatch between test and
training conditions, and it is also very simple to implement. So
many current systems have adopted it. However the system

should wait until the end of speech to activate the recognition
procedure when adopting a conventional CMN [4]. The other
problem is that accurate cepstral mean cannot be estimated es-
pecially when the utterance is short.

In this paper, we propose a robust speaker recognition
method using new real-time CMN based on speaker position,
which we call position dependent CMN. We measured the trans-
mission characteristics (the compensation parameters for posi-
tion dependent CMN) from some grid points in the room a pri-
ori. The system estimates the speaker position in a 3-D space
based on microphone arrays. And then the system adopts the
compensation parameter corresponding to the estimated posi-
tion and applies a channel distortion compensation method to
the speech (that is, position dependent CMN) and performs
speaker recognition.

For speaker recognition, various types of speaker mod-
els have been studied for many years. Speaker-adapted hid-
den Markov models (HMMs) [5] and speaker-specific Gaus-
sian mixture models (GMMs) [6] are the most popular meth-
ods for speaker identification. In our past study, we proposed a
new speaker recognition method by combining speaker-specific
GMMs with speaker-adapted syllable-based HMMs [2] and
showed the robustness for the change of the speaking style in
close-talking environment. In this paper, we extend this combi-
national method to distant speaker recognition and integrate this
method to the proposed position dependent CMN. The potential
advantage of the combinational speaker recognition method is
that it can maximize the joint probability among all possible
unit (syllable) sequences and speakers given the observation se-
quences.

2. Position dependent CMN
2.1. Conventional CMN

A simple and effective way of channel normalization is to sub-
tract the mean of each cepstrum coefficient (CMN) [4] which
will remove time-invariant distortions caused by the transmis-
sion channel and the recording device.

When speech s is corrupted by convolutional noise h, the
observed speech x becomes

x = h⊗ s. (1)

Cepstrum is obtained by DCT transforming a logarithm of
a power spectrum of the signal and then Equation (1) becomes

Cx = Ch +Cs, (2)

where Cx, Ch and Cs express the cepstrums of observed
speech x, transmission characteristics h, and clean speech s,
respectively.

Based on this, convolutional noise is considered as additive
bias in the cepstral domain, so the noise (transmission charac-
teristics or channel distortion) can be compensated by CMN in
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Figure 1: Configuration of the room (room size: (W)3m ×
(D)3.45m × (H)2.6m)

the cepstral domain as:

C̃t = Ct −∆C, (t = 0, ..., T ). (3)

In conventional CMN, the compensation parameter ∆C is ap-
proximated by:

∆C ≈ C̄t − C̄train, (4)

where C̄t and C̄train are cepstral means of utterances to be rec-
ognized and training data, respectively. So when using conven-
tional CMN, the compensation parameter ∆C can be calculated
at the end of input speech. This prevents real-time processing
of speech recognition. The other problem of conventional CMN
is that accurate cepstral means cannot be estimated especially
when the utterance is short. The third problem of conventional
CMN is that it is not very effective for speaker recognition in
some cases because it removes a lot of effective speaker charac-
teristics.

2.2. Proposed position dependent CMN

To address these problems of conventional CMN, we propose
a robust speaker recognition method based on Position Depen-
dent CMN (PDCMN). It is shown in [1] that PDCMN is robust
for speech recognition in a distant environment. We extend this
method to the speaker recognition.

In PDCMN, the new compensation parameter for position
dependent CMN is defined by:

∆C = C̄position − C̄train, (5)

where C̄position is cepstral mean of utterances affected by the
transmission characteristics between a certain position and the
microphone. In this paper, we divide the room into 12 areas as
Fig. 1 and measure C̄position corresponding to each area.

3. Speaker identification procedure
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have become the most popu-
lar statistical tool for the text-dependent task. The best results
have been obtained using continuous density HMMs (CHMMs)
for modeling the speaker characteristics [5]. For the text-
independent task, the temporal sequence modeling capability
of the HMM is not required. Therefore one state CHMM, also
called a Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), has been widely
used as a speaker model [6]. In GMM modeling techniques,
feature vectors are assumed statistically independent, which is
not true, but allows to simplify mathematical formulations. To
overcome this assumption, recently, models based on segments
of feature frames were proposed [7]. One of the disadvantages

Figure 2: Speaker identification by combining speaker-specific
GMM with speaker-adapted syllable-based HMMs

of GMM is that the acoustic variability dependent on phonetic
events is not directly taken into account. In other words, this
modeling is not enough constrained by phonetic temporal pat-
tern. Therefore, speech recognition techniques have been used
for text-dependent speaker identification [8].

Stated mathematically, the ability of GMMs is to find a
maximum possible speaker S given the observation sequences
O and the ability of HMMs for speaker identification is to find
a maximum possible unit (syllable) sequences U given the ref-
erence speaker S and the observation sequences O . When the
HMMs are combined with GMMs, the ability of the combina-
tional method is to find the joint maximum probability among
all possible unit (syllable) sequences U and speakers S given
the observation sequences O. That is, the speaker could be
identified accurately because the combinational method uses the
uttered context. Our proposed combinational method is formu-
lated as:

{Û , Ŝ} = argmax
U,S

P (U |S,O)P (S|O)

= argmax
U,S

P (U,S|O), (6)

where the first term of the right equation is calculated by
the pdfs (probability density functions) of HMMs for speaker
recognition and the second one is calculated by the pdfs of
GMMs. In a logarithmic domain, the multiplication becomes
to addition. In a real case, the combination of the GMMs and
the HMMs with a weighting coefficient may be a good scheme
because of the difference of the training/adaptation methods,
etc.

The i-th speaker dependent GMM produces likelihood
Li

GMM (X), i = 1, 2, · · · , N , where N is the number of speak-
ers registered. The i-th speaker adapted syllable-based HMMs
also produce likelihood Li

HMM (X) by using a continuous syl-
lable recognizer. All these likelihood values are combined as
Equation (7), where they are transformed to form the new score
Li(X).

Łi(X) = (1− α)Li
GMM (X) + αLi

HMM (X), (7)

where α denotes a weighting coefficient.
Figure 2 shows the procedure of our speaker identification

system. In this system, input speech is analyzed and trans-
formed into a feature vector sequence by front-end analysis
block and then each test vector is fed to all reference speaker
models of GMM and speaker adapted syllable-based HMMs in
parallel. The proposed combinational method is performed in
the so called likelihood decision block.



Table 1: Four methods for speaker recognition

method feature model (HMM/GMM)
W/o CMN W/o CMN W/o CMN

Conv. CMN Conv. CMN Conv. CMN
PICMN PICMN A priori CMN
PDCMN PDCMN A priori CMN

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setup

We performed the experiment in a room of dimension 3.45 ×
3 × 2.6m. The room was divided into 12 (3 × 4) rectangular
areas as Fig. 1. We measured the transmission characteristics
(that is the mean of cepstrums of utterances recorded a priori)
from the center of each area. In [1], the speaker position esti-
mation results demonstrated that it can be used to determine the
area where the speaker should be. So the system can adopt the
compensation parameters corresponding to the estimated posi-
tion and can apply a channel distortion compensation method to
input speech.

Twenty male speakers uttered 200 isolated words each with
a close-microphone. The average time of all utterances is about
0.6 second. For the utterances of each speaker, first 100 words
were used as test data and the rest were used for estimation of
cepstral means C̄position in Equation (5). And the same last
100 training utterances were also used to adapt the syllable-
based HMMs and train the speaker-specific GMM for each
speaker. All the utterances were emitted from a loudspeaker
located at the center of each area and recorded to simulate
the utterances spoken at various positions. The sampling fre-
quency was 12kHz. The frame length was 21.3ms and frame
shift was 8ms with 256 points Hamming window. 114 Japanese
speaker-independent syllable-based HMMs (strictly speaking,
mora-unit HMMs [10]) were trained using 27992 utterances
read by 175 male speakers (JNAS corpus). Each continuous
density HMM had 5 states, and 4 of them had pdfs of out-
put probability. Each pdf consisted of four Gaussians with
full-covariance matrices. The feature space for syllable-based
HMMs was comprised of 10 mel frequency LPC cepstral coeffi-
cients. First and second order derivatives of the cepstra plus first
and second derivatives of power component were also included.
The feature space for speaker-specific GMM with diagonal ma-
trices was comprised of 10 MFCCs. First order derivatives of
cepstra plus first derivatives of power component were also in-
cluded. The mixture number of the GMMs is 32.

4.2. Speaker modeling

(a) Syllable-based HMMs
Speaker-independent syllable-based HMMs were adapted

by maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation [9] to obtain
speaker-adapted syllable-based HMMs.
(b) GMMs

GMM is one state HMM, in which the output pdf is the
mixture of Gaussian distributions.

The speaker-independent HMMs were adapted by MAP us-
ing 100 isolated words (about 60 seconds) recorded by close-
talking microphone. The GMMs were trained by ML criterion
using the same data.

Three types of adaptation/training data were used depend-
ing on the experimental conditions. The obtained three types
of models were: (1) W/o CMN Model using the features with-
out CMN; (2) Conv. CMN Model using the features compen-
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Figure 3: Speaker recognition error rates based on PDCMN
by combining speaker-specific GMMs with speaker adapted

syllable-based HMMs for every 3 test utterances

sated by conventional CMN; (3) A priori CMN Model using the
features compensated by CMN with cepstral mean measured a
priori. The compensation parameter of the features for a priori
CMN Model is defined by:

∆C = C̄close−loudspeaker − C̄train, (8)

where C̄position is cepstral mean of utterances recorded by
close-talking microphone 1.

In our experiments, four methods shown in Table 1 were
compared. These four method were defined by combining cor-
responding feature and model. PICMN (Position Independent
CMN) compensated the features using the averaged compensa-
tion parameters over 12 areas and the same compensation pa-
rameter was used in all areas (Position Independent). PICMN
and PDCMN used the same compensation parameters (∆C) for
all 20 speakers (that is, speaker independent), respectively.

4.3. Speaker recognition results

It is difficult to identify the correct speaker using only one ut-
terance because the average time (about 0.6 second) for all ut-
terances is too short, so the connective likelihood of 3 utter-
ances (about 1.8 seconds) was used to identify the speaker. The
speaker recognition result based on position dependent CMN
by combining GMMs with HMMs was shown in Fig. 3. The
combinational method improved the speaker recognition result
remarkably and got the best result when weighting coefficient
α = 0.7. In the following experiments, the weighting coeffi-
cient α was set to 0.7 for the combinational method. The exper-
imental results of all 12 areas and the average result were shown
in Table 2. In Table 2, the proposed combinational method im-
proved the speaker recognition performance significantly in all
areas. There were three reasons: (1) The combinational method
maximized the joint probability among all possible unit (sylla-
ble) sequences and speakers while the GMM-based technique
maximized the possible speakers and the HMM-based tech-
nique maximized the unit (syllable) sequences given the ob-
servation sequences for a given speaker. (2) Using the same
close-talking data, speaker-specific GMMs with diagonal ma-
trices were trained by ML criterion while speaker-independent
HMMs with full covariance matrices were adapted by MAP, so
the combinational method may obtain robust output probability
density functions. (3) The GMMs can not express the temporal
sequences (one state) while the HMMs can express the temporal
sequences (that is, syllable sequences) dynamically.

1That is, only the difference of recording equipments in training and
test environments was compensated



Table 2: Speaker recognition error rate (%) (3 utterances)
GMM HMM Combinational method (α = 0.7)

area no conv. PI- PD- no conv. PI- PD- no conv. PI- PD-
CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN CMN

1 2.90 7.93 2.29 1.83 1.37 7.77 1.07 1.07 0.46 3.20 0.00 0.00
2 2.13 7.16 0.91 0.76 1.37 6.71 0.91 0.74 0.30 3.51 0.30 0.30
3 2.74 8.23 1.83 1.22 1.83 9.30 1.98 1.37 0.46 5.18 0.46 0.15
4 6.40 11.74 3.20 2.90 3.04 15.70 2.59 2.74 1.37 5.95 1.37 0.91
5 6.25 13.72 4.12 2.44 2.59 15.09 2.13 1.68 1.68 7.62 0.61 0.61
6 7.16 13.87 3.66 3.51 3.51 15.85 3.81 3.81 2.13 8.54 0.61 0.61
7 9.91 13.26 4.73 2.13 4.88 17.84 3.05 3.66 1.98 8.38 1.37 0.61
8 5.49 15.09 4.12 4.27 3.20 18.90 3.20 3.20 1.37 8.08 0.91 0.91
9 9.60 16.16 4.27 3.05 5.79 17.23 3.81 2.74 1.83 8.08 0.76 0.46
10 12.80 15.09 4.73 4.42 7.62 23.93 6.10 5.64 3.66 12.5 1.22 1.07
11 10.98 15.09 6.55 3.51 10.98 25.91 7.32 6.25 4.42 12.96 2.13 1.22
12 18.90 16.77 8.84 4.27 9.30 19.51 6.40 4.12 5.18 9.91 1.83 1.37

Ave. 7.94 13.01 4.10 2.86 4.64 16.15 3.53 3.09 2.07 7.83 0.97 0.69

Table 3: Speaker recognition error rate by changing the α (%)

area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Ave.
α 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5

result 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.76 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.91 0.46 0.91 1.07 1.22 0.61

For the feature-based compensation technique, since con-
ventional CMN removed the speaker characteristic, it worked
extremely worse than without (W/o) CMN. PICMN and PD-
CMN could compensate the mismatch between training and
testing conditions because they compensated the transmis-
sion characteristics of the experimental room measured a pri-
ori. Furthermore, the proposed PDCMN also compensated the
transmission characteristics depending on speaker position, so
it worked better than PICMN and the other methods in all cases
(GMM, HMM and combinational method). In the combina-
tional method, the proposed PDCMN achieved a relative error
reduction rate of 66.7% from W/o CMN, 91.4% from the con-
ventional CMN and 28.9% from PICMN, respectively.

So far the weight coefficient α of the combinational method
was set to 0.7 for all areas. Variable weighting factor depending
on speaker positions was evaluated here. The speaker recogni-
tion results of the combinational method with variable weight α
were shown in Table 3. A relative error reduction rate of 11.6%
from that of the fixed weight 0.7 was achieved. It also showed
that the farther the distance between sound source and micro-
phone was, the bigger the contribution of GMMs was (that is,
the weight coefficient α was smaller).

5. Conclusions and future work
In a distant environment, speaker recognition performance may
drastically degrade because of the mismatch between the train-
ing and testing environments. We addressed this problem by
both feature-based compensation technique and model-based
training/adaptation technique. In this paper, we proposed a ro-
bust distant speaker recognition based on position dependent
CMN and combinational use of speaker-specific GMMs and
speaker adapted syllable-based HMMs. Twenty male speaker
recognition experiments were conducted. The proposed com-
binational method improved the speaker recognition perfor-
mance remarkably than individual use of either speaker-specific
GMMs or speaker adapted syllable-based HMMs. Integrating
the position dependent CMN into the combinational method,
the speaker recognition performance also improved signifi-
cantly.

In our future work, speaker adapted syllable-based HMMs
using MFCC will be evaluated and be combined to speaker-
specific GMMs. So far we used a single microphone to evalu-

ate the speaker recognition performance. A microphone array
processing technique such as a beamforming technique will be
applied in the future.
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